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I.   INTRODUCTION ABOUT ADVANCED NADI ASTROLOGY 

In Advanced NADI Astrology same zodiac direction (East) planets work together based on their astro characters and 

places at First level on 30 degree from the point. The Opposite zodiac direction (West) planets connected in same 

manner at Second level on 30 degree from the point.  Leading zodiac direction (South) planets connected same manner 

at Third level on 30 degree from the point. Lagging zodiac direction (North) planets connected same manner at Fourth 

level on 30 degree from the point. So the Advanced NADI describe all planets involved and do any kind work based on 

its connectivity strength as per the above Rule. 

We say the same 0-30 Degree,120-150 Degree,240-270 Degree connected together at first level and 60-90 Degree ,180-

210 Degree,300-330 Degree at second level and  30-60 Degree,150-180 Degree,270-300 at third level and 360- 0 degree, 

210-240Degree , 90-120 Degree at fourth level on Geo centrically by assume the Earth is the Centre of unknown 

astrological forces connectivity  

In this connections, we assume that the same at any planets present  which place to   1,5,9 connected together at first level 

and 3,7,11 at second level and  2,6,10 at third level and 12,8,4 at fourth level on birth and based on planetary moments 

linked together on its connectivity with unknown astronomical forces and take the responsibility of all the universe 

operations .This is the one point rule of advanced Nadi Astrology . The Retrograde planets are connected same manner at 

reversely .Also the Parivarthna planetsdo work based on its first connectivity and the end of the time it will be work at 

inter changeable action. 

II.   PLANETARY CONNECTIVITY AT ADVANCE NADI, WHEN CORONA VIRUS ON 

ADDRESSED 

On analysis with the support of advance Nadi astrology the Planetary connectivity on corona first addressed at Wuhan 

on17 Nov 2019, the Saturn (22 degree) travel at Venues Star lord (Asura Guru) at Jeevan Rasi and first connected firey to 

Airy Ragu at own star lord and activated by the Airey Moon at 22 degree, watery Sun at 0 degree and Firey Ketu at 

second level connectivity. As per Nadi  Rule Karma Karakan Saturn only primary responsible for any kind of work. So 

that the Saturn forced to create Asura Jeevan .Here the Jeevan(Jupiter) is vary week connection in karma Karakan Saturn 

connectivity  and the venues (the star lard of Saturn) is in Maraka Diraikana at Kala chakra. So it able to kills the human. 

At the same time to see the connectivity of Jupiter (Jeevan). The Jupiter connected with Ketu’s own star lord and 

connected first level through Ketu to Saturn. So the human’s cells are ready to accept the Saturn created mutated corona 

virus. So the corona virus easily affects the human, also it has been connected at Airey Ragu, Moon, Mars, Mercury and 

watery Sun. So it able to spread through  air water combination of cough, air conditioned room, long air travel, low air 

temperature country, etc 
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III.   CORONA IMPACTS 

The corona do not show big role untill Ketu cross the Jupitor point 

at 10
th

 January 2020 at 14 Degree,then only the virus seriously 

affect the China becouse the Jupiter(Jeevan) locked by saturn and 

kedhu .Also the Ragu first connected to the saturn at own star lord 

and at airy  western rasi so it has been dangrously affected at 

western cunteries.Further entire planets excpt Mars interlocked by 

Ragu & Ketu and also Mars enter in this circle on Feb-22,so the 

entire world administration start to lockdown due to corona impact 

and start fight  against corona virus action all over the world . When 

the Saturn first connected  to the Mars then connected Ragu ,the 

corona infection attin at peak.It has been happened on 2
nd

 april 

2020. But til the Sun /Moon break the Ketu(virus)-Jupitor (Jeevan) 

corona not stoped their action.It has been be happened on 23
rd 

april 2020 at Sun/ Moon at 9 Deg  at Thathu –South East 

Rasi at Aswini Star load .It has been break the  lock and realise the Jeevan(Jupitor) between  Saturn and Ketu circle .In 

addition to that the Medicne may be the form of Chemical/Metlargy. Becouse it has been done in the Thathu Rasi also 

India will do the major role being it placed  in South Earsten Country. So in that time the madichine do work against 

corana virus positively and recover rate increase and infection rate decrease gradualy and may 14
th

, entire lockdown will 

be realise becouse the Mars  escape from Ragu’s point and  also May 28 corona  minimise their count becouse Saturn 

retrograde and disconnect  the Ragu connectivity. Also The complete recover  will be held  at the unverse from the corona  

at , when the Jupeter disconect  Ragu’s connectivity.It will be happened on 25
th

 Feb-2021. 

IV.   CORONA’S SECRECT 

Corona was identified  during the cause planet present in 

sagttirious ic the north easten county.It also the Jeevan Rasi 

also majorly involved planets are in Jeevan Rasi 

(ragu,moon,jupitor,kethu) except Sun .So the virus reformed 

by the suport of man power  and Sun only present in watrey 

Rasi. Sun’s house denot centre eastern country.So the Rusion 

or North Korien secrect agency (North Earsten Country)was 

did the  job as a Biowepon  to attack Centre Western and 

South western countries(Gemini and Libra)  through 

fish(watery sun) in fish market at Centre  Eastern Country ic 

in China ,they spread the corona virus (house owner of sun ic 

leo).Becouse the chinese populations only highly spread in 

Western Countries  .So they slect the chinise only the best 

tool to spread this wepon to Western Country .But any way 

we conclude the nature can able to control or reform  the entire things at its own planetry connectivity links and short out 

the issue at the earliest  

V.   PAST VIRUS ATTACK HIRSTRY WITH PLANET CONNECTIVITY 

A.Spanish flu 

Spanish Flu was the deadliest Pandemic in the world has ever 

known at last century, but we've forgotten it once come out the issue 

.It also astrologically gives some lead based on its planetary 

connectivity .Here the Karma karakan Saturn connected to Ketu and 

it activated by Sun/Moon at the same time Jupiter (Jeevan) 

connected to Ketu , Saturn, Mars and Venues at first level 

connectivity at Airy Jeevan Rasi. So the Spanish flu virus created 

and did the Pandemic deadliest entire world and also its born from 

non- man power involved manner. Because the Saturn present in 

Thathu Rasi. 
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NOV-17-2019 First COVID-19 case identified in Wuhan china
due to Saturn & Ragu activated by Moon & Sun

DEC-20-2019 China anounced new virus attcked from fish
market Wuhan during Sun enter in sagittarius

JAN-10-2020 Corona starts sprding arund  800 cases  in china
.Now the sun crossed saturn point at the same time moon Re
-activate Ragu

JAN-22-2020 WHO anounced COVID-19 spreading through air
at man contact during Moon interlocked between saturn and
Kethu at Sagittarius

FEB-13-2020 Corona infection reach at peak in china becouse
Sun centre point between saturn and Ragu

FEB-22-2020 Corona infection spreding world wide Mars also
enter and interlocked Saturn & Kethu circle at Sagittarius

MARCH-22-2020 India lockdown starts  contnious with
Janatha carfew at Corona count 40 no at mars nearing the
saturn

MARCH-26-2020 COVID-19 lockdown the entire univers and
count increase per day  1 lakh due to saturn first level
connected to Ragu through Mars

April-06-2020 Corona starts  reducing from Peack point
.Becouse Mars escape from Ragu point now count around 70
thousands per day

April-23-2020 Corona Medicne will recover 50 % of the
humens and realise from lockdown  one by one.Becouse Sun
and moon enter between Jupitor & Kethu bond

May-14-2020 Corona Recovered 75 % and all the country
realise the lockdown .Becouse mars completely escape Ragu
point

MAY-28-2020 Corona stop their count .Becouse saturn cut the
Ragu connectivity due to retrograde
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B. Cholera 

Cholera was the deadliest Pandemic in the world has ever known at 18
th

 

Century. But with reference the Advanced Nadi astrologically it also has been 

given some lead based on the planetary connectivity .Here also the Karma 

Karakan  Saturn connected to the Ketu ,Jupiter and  the same time Jupiter 

(Jeevan) connected to Ketu ,  Saturn, Mars  at first level connectivity at Watery 

Moolam  Rasi .So the cholera is the water infected base  bacteria  created  

Pandemic  and did the deadliest entire world  and also its born  from non- man 

power involved manner . Because the Saturn present in watery Moolam Rasi. 

 

VI.   CORONA’S POSITIVE  THINGS 

Corona impact created by Karma Karakan Saturn during its 9th hose travel at Kala chakra .So it will be inculcate  the 

many positive things to the universe end of the day. 

 Corona affect majorly richest peoble becouse the Jeevan(Jupotor interlocked at their Own hose by saturn and 

Kethu.So that the immpact inculcate Darma Marka in all the rich people’s mind  

 Corona affect majorly 60 year crossesaged person easily  becouse  saturn ruled the life year between  60 to 78 years 

only and also saturn weekly conneted birth chart persions becouse the saturn only the primary responsible plant this 

corona cause 

 Corona affect majorly male humen becouse  saturn denote male at Nadi rule also it tavel only at male rasi Sagittarius 

 Due to corona impact majority humens are heldin insde the home becouse of lockdown announced.It lead to spent 

more time to family and thing to know the  impartance of family sturtures in socity and also deslove the work 

pressure. 

 Corona fear immpact to many of the humens invalve our anceient good things like foot hand wasing before entering 

in to the  house , yaga,pranayama,vegitarain healthy foods to improve the immunity.It also lead avoid the 

drinking,smoking ,non –veg  foods  

 Corona  says once again God is great .Man never says, I am the BIGBOSS(Wellgrowth Western Countries). Now the 

less than 50 micron virus ruled the world to know the power of god 

 Corona  now tranding us the  importance and induguality  of agriculture,essential goods production,medical 

fulfillness to all nations . 

 Corona now inculcate to follow  many of the Indu Dharma once again whole universe . 

VII.   CONCLUSION 

This article  helps to predect  the  virus attack in future to the astrologers at advanced Nadi Astorology method and also it 

may be a tool to prove the NADI astrology. Also the Schaler should be awere to inculcate  on this article an upcoming 

researchers to improve astroscience  facts with the suport of  NADI Astrology . 
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